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The following interesting problem in group extensions arose in an arith-

metical study of normal algebraic number fields^)-

Let r be any finite group of order n with elements p, a, r, ■ ■ ■ . By the

abstract unit group of T we mean the free abelian group § of rank n — 1 gen-

erated by n symbols H" (<r ranging over Y) subject to the single condition that

their product is 1:

a

Every element of § is expressible in the form H^w* with integers a(a), and

if and only if there is an integer c such that

a(a) — b(a) = c, all a in T.

is isomorphic with the additive group of the integral group ring of T re-

duced modulo the element^o-.)

For each r in Y, the mapping H'^H" generates an automorphism of

namely,

and to the product rp evidently corresponds the product of the corresponding

automorphisms:

Presented to the Society, February 22, 1941; received by the editors August 24, 1940.

(l) S. MacLane and O. F. G. Schilling, Normal algebraic number fields, these Transactions,

vol. 50 (1941), pp. 295-384. The present paper is entirely independent thereof.

To indicate briefly what the connection is, let K be a real algebraic field normal of degree n

over the rational field k, and let r be its Galois group. A theorem of Minkowski (Nachrichten

der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, 1900, p. 90) asserts the existence of a unit

H in K such that the group generated by H and all its conjugates H" is a free abelian group

of rank n — 1, the only relation satisfied by the H" being that asserting that the norm of H is 1.

This group £ is of finite index in the group of all units of K. MacLane and Schilling study the

class field theory of K by introducing crossed products (K, T, F). (K, T, F) is a normal simple

algebra over k, determined by K, T, and a factor-set Foi elements F,,,7±0 of K satisfying (0.3).

Under the homomorphism F„,T—»(/v,T) carrying numerical factor-sets into factor-sets of prin-

cipal ideals, those mapped into the identity are precisely the factor-sets of units. By further

devices they are enabled in some cases to reduce the consideration of the latter to that of factor-

sets lying in the Minkowski subgroup
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(0.1) AT> = {A*)», all A in§.

This representation of T by automorphisms of § is effectively the right regu-

lar representation of T applied to the basis H" of |>.

The problem in question is to determine all extensions(2) & of by T

realizing this representation, and in particular to compute the number of non-

equivalent such extensions, where by @ equivalent to @' we mean the exist-

ence of an isomorphism between them leaving § and T fixed.

We shall think of an extension ® =X/M<''£, of § by T as the set of all sym-

bols u„A (<r in T, A in §) with the multiplication laws

(0.2) Au„ = ucA°,      u„uT = uSTF„,7.

The F„,r are elements in § satisfying the "associativity conditions''

(0.3) Fp^ffFpQ^j FptffTFfftT.

Such a function F,tT on IT to § is called a factor-set(3) (f.s.) of T in Pas-

sage to a new set of representatives uj = u„C„ {C„ in £>) replaces /v,T by

(0.4) /C

The factor-sets F„tT and F'„tT are called associate. Two extensions © and ®'

are equivalent if and only if the factor-sets of T in § determined by them are

associate.

If 7v,T and G„>T are factor-sets, then so also is the product F„,TGcyy for §

is abelian, so that (0.3) is evidently satisfied. Hence the set of all factor-sets

of r in § constitutes an abelian group F!q. The identity element of F$£> is the

factor-set each value of which is the identity element 1 of The factor-sets

associate to 1 form a subgroup of F§, and the group M& = F&/T& will

be called the multiplicator of T in §. The order of M§ is the desired number

of non-equivalent extensions of § by T.

Let now Q be any algebraically closed field of characteristic not dividing

the order n of T. By a factor-set of T in we mean a function c^.r^O on IT

to £2 satisfying

(0.5) «p,<röV,T = «p.^rWiT.T.

(2) For a description of Schreier's theory of group extensions, see e.g., H. Zassenhaus,

Lehrbuch der Gruppentheorie, pp. 89-97 (Berlin, 1937). We call & an extension of § by r if it

contains ^ as an invariant subgroup and ®/£>—r.

(3) In Zassenhaus and also in MacLane and Schilling, the representative elements M„of

the cosets of ®/£> are written on the right instead of the left. This leads to the composition

law ATp={Al')r instead of (0.1), and to similar slight changes in (0.3), (0.4), etc. This divergence

is regrettable, but the computations are bad enough without having to keep in mind that the

composition law runs backwards.

Cut
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(This differs from (0.3) only in the absence of the superscript t on the left.)

co„iT and co^r are associate if

(0.6) ui,r =-U„,t, c„ E fi.

Schur(4) defines the multiplicator SR of T to be the group of classes of asso-

ciate factor-sets of T in ß; it is independent of £2. We conjecture that MlQ and

2JJ are isomorphic, and it is the purpose of the present paper to prove this con-

jecture in the case T solvable. The structure of Wl is of course much easier to

determine than that of and has already been found by Schur for a con-

siderable number of groups. For example, if T is abelian, and is represented

as the direct product of cyclic groups of orders nt\, ■ ■ ■ , mt, then(5) SR is the

direct product of \t(t — l) cyclic groups ST/h,,- (i<j), where the order of

is the G.C.D. of ra< and      the order of 9JJ is thusüi<;j(w>> mi)-

If one cares to delve into the structure of T!q, the natural thing to do is

first to construct the group of all "vectors" C„, which is simply the direct

product of § with itself n times. The mapping

r

is a homomorphism of v& onto T!q, and hence T$q~V!q/U!q where C7§ is

the subgroup of F§ consisting of those C, satisfying

CqCj — CffT*

We call such a function C„ a crossed character (c.c.) of T in § from the analogy

with a crossed representation of T by matrices(6) (i.e., by semi-linear trans-

formations). The study of these is quite fascinating in its own right, in addi-

tion to being a necessary preliminary to the main task.

If C is a fixed element of then C„ = Cl~" is a crossed character. The total-

ity of these constitutes a subgroup Sq1~" of Z7§. We make a second conjecture

that the crossed character group C&= U^l^~" of T in § is isomorphic with

the group 6 of linear characters of T in the field £2 (functions \p(<r) on T to fi

satisfying^(ot) = i/'(o-)i/'(t), \p(<r)?±0), but again we are able to prove this only

if T is solvable.

The paper is so arranged that all necessary lemmas involving explicit rep-

resentation A —H^aMff of the elements A of § fall in §1. In the remainder of

(4) I. Schur, Über die Darstellung der endlichen Gruppen durch gebrochene lineare Substitu-

tionen, Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 127 (1904), pp. 20-50.

(5) Schur, Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 132 (1907), p. 113.

(6) A. Speiser, Zahlentheoretische Sätze aus der Gruppentheorie, Mathematische Zeitschrift,

vol. 5 (1919), pp. 1-6; I. Schur, ibid., pp. 7-10.
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the paper, only the formal properties expressed by these lemmas are used.

In §2 the connection between M$£> and 9W is indicated by means of the notion

of trace: tr A = J^.a(a). The main theorem is stated in this section in two

parts (Theorems 1A and 2A). In §3 crossed characters are developed, and the

second conjecture proved (Theorems IB and 2B). Theorem 1A is proved in

§4, Theorem 2A in §5. In the final brief section, §6, JkHpo and CiQo are deter-

mined, where §o is the subgroup of § of vanishing traces.

Actually we prove these four theorems for any solvable subgroup T* of T,

and make no restrictions on T. Theorem 2B does not even require that T*

be solvable. Theorem IB might be called the "principal genus theorem for

crossed characters of T* in being in essence just an extension of Lemma 2.

O. F. G. Schilling was the first to observe the importance of such a theorem

in his work on the class field theory. The authors wish to acknowledge that

they profited considerably from discussions with Schilling.

1. Norms, traces, and the principal genus theorem. Let A be any subgroup

of T, the elements of which will be denoted by a, ß, ■ ■ ■ . The A-norm of an

element A of § is defined to be

N&A = YlA" = A^c,"
a

extended over all a in A. Evidently

NA(AB) = (NAA)(NAB).

The Y-norm of every element of    is 1. For if A =HXaM* then

NrA   = A^r* = 2f«»«<*)»2»» = 27ZTT2,a(<r)»  = 1

since      is in the center of the integral group ring of V, and H^r= 1.

Lemma 1. An element A of § is invariant under a subgroup A of Y if and

only if it is the A-norm of an element B of

Proof. If A =NAB = BZa, then since (^,a)ß~^llot f°r anY ß m A> we have
At = A.

Suppose conversely that Aa = A for all a in A, and let A = H1,aM". We then

have

2^Sa(ff)<r — A  = Aa = 7^Sffo(ffa-1)(r

Hence to each a in A there exists an integer c(a) such that

a(<r) — a(<ra_1) = c(a)

for all a in T. Taking the sum of these equations over a we get 0 = nc(a),

whence c(a) = 0 and

(1.1) a(o-a) = a(cr), all a E T, a G A.
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Let

r = piA + p2A + • • • + PrA.

Then by (1.1)
r

ffCT i=l    a C A i a

Hence if ß = jjXiail"'"'i we have

which completes the proof.

Since NrA = l for all A in it follows from this lemma that there are no

elements 5*1 of !q invariant under Y.

If p is any element of Y and A is in £>, we define the p-norm N„A of A

to be 7VA^4, where A is the cyclic group {p} generated by p. If p has order r,

then

NPA = ^i+p+p^-'-'+p-1.

The /race of an element A = HSaM' of § is defined by

tr A = j£ a(tr).

Since for any integer c, ^4 = Hs,{a(-")+c)l! we have

tr 4 = X) <K*) + MC»

and hence tr A is actually an integer taken modulo n. The coefficients a(<r)

can be chosen so that tr A has one of the values 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , n — 1. It is clear

that elements of any preassigned trace exist in for example, the powers

of H. Evidently

(1.2) tr AB m tr A + tr B,      tr A'= tr A, all A, B G     <r G r.

^4// congruences throughout the paper are taken modulo the order n of Y and the

sign (mod n) will be omitted.

The next lemma we might call the "principal genus theorem" for §, being

analogous to Hilbert's theorem on units in a cyclic field(7).

Lemma 2. Let p be any element of Y, and let A* be any subgroup of Y in-

variant under p. Then an element A of § has the form A=B1~9 with B invariant

under A* if and only if N„A =1, tr A =0, and A is invariant under A*.

Proof. Let A = {p, A*} be the group generated by p and A*. Let g be the

index of A* in A, so that

A = A* + A*p + A*p2 + • • ■ + AV~\ P" 6 A*.

(7) D. Hilbert, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, vol. 1, Theorem 90, p. 149.
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(The lemma is trivial if p GA*; for, since has no elements ^ 1 of finite order,

each condition is equivalent to A = 1.) If A = B1~" with B invariant under A*,

and r is the order of p, then

tr A m tr B - tr B» = 0,      N„A = Bl-"r = B9 = 1.

If a is in A* then so also is ß = pap~1, since A* is invariant under p. Hence we

have

ßpa = ßftp m £Pj

and

A" = B"-"" = B1-" = A.

Assume conversely that A=H^aU)" is invariant under A*, iVp^4 = 1, and

tr A=0. As in the proof of Lemma 1, equation (1.1), the invariance of A

under A* is equivalent to

(1.3) a(o-a) = a(<r), all tr G T, a £ A*.

Again let r be the order of p. Then

£ aWi/)' = IZ a(crp-!> = 2 ( £ «foOVi
<r *=0 x<r <r     \    i /

and hence iV^ = 1 requires that

r-l

(1.4) £ «(*/»*) = C all o- G r,
i=0

where c is an integer independent of a.

hetl — n/r, and letXi, ■ • • , X; be representative elements of the cosets in T

of the cyclic group {p} generated by p:

r = Xi{p} + \2{p} + ■ • • + \i{p\.

We now choose the components a(a) of A so that tr ^4 is actually zero, not

merely divisible by n. Then from (1.4).

I    r-l I

0 = tr A = £ £ «(X/pO = £ c = k,
j=l .= 0 3=1

whence c = 0. Using (1.3) and the fact that p" is in A*, (1.4) with c = 0 gives

o-i

(1.5) £o(«rpi)=0l all er GT.
«=o

Now let

T = miA + M2A + • • • + p,mA.
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Every element of V is then uniquely expressible in the form p-jOtp1

fj=i, ■ • • , m;«GA*; *-0, • • • , g—1). We define the element B = H2,b(-')"

as follows:

b^Xjap1) = a{p,ja) + a(p,jctp) + ■ ■ ■ + aipjap1).

(1.5) and psEA* give 6(/u,ap_1) =0, and hence

bipjctp*) — bißjotp^1) = aipjapt).

For any element cr=p,api of T this gives

b(o-) - biap-1) = a(cr),

whence ^4 =J51~P.

whence B? = B, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 3. 7/A is a subgroup of index m in T, then there exists an element A

of & such that tr A = m and NAA = 1.

Proof. Let

From (1.3),

a (p. yap4) = aipjpt-p 'ap{) = a(p,pO,

whence

bißjCtp1) = ä(m,pO-

Hence for any element cr = p,api of T and any element ß of A*,

»(aß) = Hpj-apißp-i-p1) = 6(m,-p0 = 6(cr),

r = ßiA + p2A + • • • + pmA.

Define A = H^a<-°)'' as follows:

a £ A; j = 1, • • • , m.

That tr A m is obvious. If a=p.ß is any element of T,

£ a(aarl) = £ a{pßorl) = £ a(p3a) = 1.

a £ A a a

Hence

and
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Corollary. An element A of has the form A = N„B with tr B =Q if and

only if A" = A and tr A =0.

Proof. If A=N„B with tr 5=0, then A" = A is evident and tr A =

r tr 5 = 0, where r is the order of p. Conversely, from A"=-A follows A = NpBi

for some -BiE$ by Lemma 1. Then r tr 75i = tr .4=0. Fixing on a definite

representation of B\, this asserts that r tr B\ = ln for some integer /. Applying

Lemma 3 to A= \p\, there exists C in § such that tr C = n/r, N,,C=\. Set

5=BiC-'.Then

NPB = (AVßi) (iVpC)-< = N„B1 = A,

In In
tr B = tr Bi - I tr C =-= 0.

r r

2. Connection with Schur's multiplicator. In the brief discussion of factor-

sets and group extensions in the introduction, § may of course be replaced

by any abelian group 21, and we may take any representation of T by auto-

morphisms A—^A" of 31. The two cases with which we shall be chiefly con-

cerned are: (1) Y replaced by a subgroup V*, without changing and (2) 21 a

cyclic group £ of order n, with z" = z for all zG3> ^GT. (When T induces the

identical automorphism in 21 we shall speak of central extensions © of 21 by T,

since 21 is in the center of ®.)

We shall call an f.s. F,,T normalized if, in the extension ® defined by (0.2),

s s

a = 1 implies u„ — 1.

From (0.2) one readily sees that this is equivalent to

(2.1) Fa,cF„,„2 ■ ■ ■ 7v„»-i = 1   if   a' = 1.

The set of all normalized f.s.'s of T in 21 constitutes a subgroup F21 of F21,

and we shall call the corresponding subgroup M21 of M2I the normalized multi-

plicator of T in 21. In general, e.g., in case (2) above, Af2l is a proper subgroup

of Af2I, but in case (1) they coincide:

If ®*=£m^§ (uGP) is any extension of § by a subgroup T* of T, new

representatives va can be found such that if «rs = 1 then vsa = 1.

In proving this we may evidently assume that s is the order of a. It is clear

that we can first normalize the «, so that u\=\. Then

(2.2) •4;'-F«JP*,* - • • F,^h, -:4«

is an element of Since

A, = u„ Aau„ = u„  - A,
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there exists by Lemma 1 an element Ba of § such that

(2.3) A. = N.B. = Ba

If we set u, = v„Bc then an easy calculation shows that

u„ = v„B„ = vaA„

whence ifa=\.

Now Schur has shown(8) that any f.s. co„,T of T in the field 12 (see introduc-

tion, equation (0.5)) is associate to one such that each number to„,T is an wth

root of unity. o>„,T defines a central extension £w„12* of the multiplicative

group 12* of 12 by T:

(2.4) ü„ür = w„rco<r,r,      com, = w„co, all co G 12.

We proceed to show that co„,T is associate to a normalized f.s. w^T which like-

wise has the property oi'JlT = L Let

w» — LT w*.*'
T

Taking the product of (0.5) over t and using co"j(r= 1, we get

(2.5) «„„ = copco,,

i.e., co„ is a linear character of T in 12. If cr has order s and t is arbitrary in T,

then by successive multiplication of (2.4) on the left by ü„ we find

s

fl» = ö» = c0„,tco„,„t • • • co„,„s-lT.

If we think of V as decomposed into {cr} and its cosets, we see from this that

(j}, = anJs. Let c„ be any sth root of a<r' in 12, and let v„ = ü,c,. Then £* = 1, so that

the new factor-set Ja<T (given by (0.6)) is normalized. Since c" = a<Tnl' =tor1,

raising (0.6) to the wth power and using (2.5) gives ca,*T=l.

Since the to„,T lie in the cyclic group 3 = £n of wth roots of unity in 12,

the equations (2.4) also serve to define a central extension ®=£w„3 of 3

by r. If two normalized f.s.'s of V in >$ are associate relative to ,3 they are

plainly associate relative to 12. But the converse is also true. For if v^ = üac„

(c<,G12), from ü" = v"=l follows c"=l, i.e., c„G<3- We have therefore shown

that the multiplicator 90? of any finite group V of order n (as defined by Schur)

is isomorphic with the normalized multiplicator M3 of Y in a cyclic group 3

of order n. (The normalized f.s.'s of T in 3 correspond to those central ex-

tensions © of 3 by r having the property that the order of every element of ®

divides n.)

Let € be a primitive wth root of unity in 12, fixed throughout the rest of

(8) In the 1904 paper, p. 26.
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the paper. If Fa,T is any f.s. of V in § and we set

(2.6) tt'fy,,

then from (0.3) and (1.2)

(2.7) fp,0 ™T" 1"pa ,r = fp,0T ~\~ fa,ri

and hence

(2.8) co„,T = t'*,r

is an f.s. of T in 3- By taking traces of (0.4) it is clear that associate f.s.'s of T

in § give rise to associate f.s.'s of T in 3:

(2.9) /,,,■ =s Cf + Cr — e„ + fr,r, c„ = tr C„.

Again by (1.2) a product FF' maps into the sum /+/' and thence into the

product toco'. Finally, by taking the trace of (2.1),

(2.10) /•„,„ +       +••';+ = 0, <r« = 1,

and using (2.8) it is seen that a normalized F maps into a normalized co.

Since every F has been shown to be associate to a normalized one, the

mapping F—»/—ho given by (2.6) and (2.8) is a homomorphism of M!q onto

a subgroup of M3- As mentioned in the introduction, our conjecture is that

this is actually an isomorphism between m& and MS (—9W), and we shall

prove it for solvable T. We must show (1) that distinct elements of corre-

spond to distinct elements of M$, and (2) that M3 is covered by the map-

ping. We accordingly split the main theorem into two parts. All the foregoing

holds as well for any subgroup T* of V, and the inductive nature of the proof

makes it necessary to consider this more general situation. We are of course

rewarded with a correspondingly more general result; only the subgroup V*

need be solvable, T being perfectly arbitrary.

To avoid circumlocution, we shall identify 3 with the additive group of

integers mod n. An f.s. of V in 3 is then a set of integers /<,,T satisfying the

congruence (2.7). Associate f.s.'s are connected as in (2.9). (2.10) is the nor-

malization condition.

" Theorem 1A. // V* is a solvable subgroup of T, and if Fa%T is a factor-set

of r* in § such that the factor-set tr F„tt of T* in 3 is associate to 1, then Fa,T

is itself associate to 1.

Theorem 2A. If V* is a solvable subgroup of T, and if'f„,T is a normalized

factor-set of Y* in 3. then there exists a normalized factor-set F„,T of V* in §

such that tr F,,T=fCiT.

Theorem 1A will be proved in §4, Theorem 2A in §5. It is first necessary

to develop the theory of crossed characters.
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3. Crossed characters. Let V* be a subgroup of order m of V which we

regard as fixed throughout this section. There will be no occasion to consider

elements of T outside of T*.

As mentioned in the introduction, a function Aa on T* to § will be called

a crossed character (c.c.) of T* in § if

(3.1) A[Ar=A„.

If B„ is another c.c. of V* in so is A„Ba, and likewise A^1. Hence they form

an abelian group

If A is any element of § and we set Aa = A1~" for all er in T*, then A, is a

c.c. For

AffAT — A — A        — -^IffT.

Al~° will be called a wm7 c.c. The unit c.c.'s of T* in § constitute a subgroup

§1_,r of (7£j. (Incidentally(9), by taking the product of (3.1) over a we find

that the rath power of any c.c. is a unit c.c.)

If a„ = tr 4^ then from (3.1)

(3.2) a, + aT = a„

and hence

= ta"

is a linear character of F* in the field 12. Evidently

iAas(o-) = ^(o-)^b(o-).

Moreover, if A„ = Al~'r then tr 4„ = 0 and 4/a{o) = \. Hence the mapping

Aa^\f/A{o) is a homomorphism of the crossed character group C§= US£>/$>1~°

of T* in |) onto a subgroup of the group & of linear characters of T* in 12.

(6 is of course identical with the character group C*} of T* in £,.) We conjec-

ture that this mapping is an isomorphism between C§ and S, and shall prove

it for the case T* solvable. Again we split the proof into its two parts. Observe

here that the second part (Theorem 2B) does not require the solvability of Y*.

Theorem IB. If T* is a solvable subgroup of T, and if A„ is a crossed char-

acter of r* in § such that tr A„ = Q, then A, is a unit crossed character.

Theorem 2B. If T* is any subgroup of V, and ^(cr) is a linear character of

T* in 12, then there exists a crossed character A, of T* in § such that etr A* =i/'(tr).

If we identify $ with the additive group of integers mod «, Theorem 2B is

more conveniently expressed as follows. If V* is any subgroup of V, and a„ is a

(9) Cf. Zassenhaus, loc. cit., p. 126. Thus every c.c. of a finite group of order m in an abelian

group of finite exponent prime to m is a unit c.c.
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linear character of T* in 3, i-e., the a„ are integers satisfying (3.2), then there

exists a c.c. A„ of T* in $£> such that tr A„ = a„.

Proof of IB. Let A, be a c.c. of V* in §. Putting <t = t = 1 in (3.1) we find

Ai=l. From (3.1) one readily computes

(3.3) .4,,* = .4,

for any er in T* and any positive integer i. If s is the order of c, then i = s yields

(3.4) N„A, = 1.

We prove the theorem by showing that Aa can be reduced to 1 by succes-

sive multiplication by unit c.c.'s Bx~°. The result will be established by an

obvious induction on a composition series of V* when we have proved the

following statement.

Let A*C A be subgroups of T* such that A* is invariant in A, and A/A*

is cyclic. If Aa = 1 for all a in A*, and tr A„ = 0 for all <r in A, then there exists

B in § such that A„ = B1~° for all a in A.

Let

A = A* + A*p + AV + • • • + AV"1, P° G A*.

From (3.1) and the condition Aa= 1 we have, for every a in A*,

Aap    A pi      A pot    A pi

and, since pap-1 is in A*,

A p    Apa    Apap—i.p — A p.

Hence Ap is invariant under A*, NPAP = \ by (3.4), and tr A9 = Q by hypothesis.

By Lemma 2 of §1 there exists an element B=BP of § (p is a fixed element!)

such that

Ap = B1-',      B" = B, all a G A*.

By (3.3),

Api = B1-"',

and hence for any a = ap' in A,

A, = Aapi = Api = B1-"' = = B1"'.

Proof of 2B. Let T'be the commutator subgroup of T*, and let pi, • • • , pt

be representative elements of basic classes of the abelian group r*/T' (ex-

pressed as a direct product of t cyclic groups). Let r,- be the order of

Pi mod F'. Every linear character of T* is a product of the basic characters^,

(J= 1, ■ ■ • , t) defined in the obvious way from

4>i(Pi) = en/r''-      */G»*) = 1   for   k * j.
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(Any linear character of T* must have the value 1 over V.) We need only

show that each basic yp; can be realized by a c.c. of T* in for then any

linear character ip can be realized by taking the corresponding product of

the A(j\
Without loss in generality we may take j= 1, and for simplicity we write

p for pi, r for ru \f/ for^i. A= { V, p2, ■ • • , pt\ is an invariant subgroup of V*,

r* = A + Ap + Ap2 + ■ • • + Ap'"1, p'GT'C A,

and for each a = api oi Y* (aEA;» = 0, 1, • • ■ , r— 1) we have

(3.5) ^(apO = e<»'r.

By Lemma 3 of §1 there exists an element B of § such that

n
tr B m — ,      Nt'B = 1,

m

since n/m is the index of Y* in V. Let

.   A = N&B.

Since m/r is the order of A,

m m  n n
(3.6) trA=— txB =-

r r   m r

Also, since

a £ A     i—0 it £ T*

we have

(3.7) 4 H*+= Nr'B = 1.

For every cr = ap' in T* we now define

(3.8) 4^ = •••+*'->.

Since ^4 is a A-norm, it is invariant under the element pr of A. From this and

(3.7) it follows that (3.8) is valid for all integers i = 0. If ß is in A so also are

ßj = p>ßp~> 0 = 0, 1, • ■ • , i— 1), and, since A is invariant under A,

.  ß .ßa+ßiP+ ■ • --f-^i-ip1-1        . *

A api = A — A api.

For any two elements a = ap \ t = ßp' of T* we therefore have

Acr = A apißp-i .p'+i  = Api-\-i,

.T . .pi   , . (1+P+- ■ ■+pi~l)pi+(l+P- ■ -+p'-1) .

A,At  = AapiAßpi = A = Api+i.
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Hence A, denned by (3.8) is a c.c. of V* in £>. By (3.6) for a = ap\

in
tr A„ = i tr A m — >

r

whence by (3.5),

Hence A, realizes the basic character i^(cr).

4. Proof of Theorem 1A. By hypothesis, T* is a fixed solvable subgroup

of r and F„,t is an f.s. of T* in § such that

(4.1) tr Fa,r = Ca + cT - c0t, all a, r G £*,

where the c„ are integers. By an obvious induction on a composition series

of T*, the theorem will be established when we have proved the following

statement.

Let A* CA be subgroups of T* such that A* is invariant in A and A/A* is

cyclic. If the f.s. Fa,ß of A* in § is associate to 1 (a, /3GA*), then the f.s. F„,T

of A in § is likewise associate to 1 (cr, tGA).

F„,t determines an extension @=£w,§ (crGA) of § by A:

u,ur = u„TFa,r,      Au„ = u„A".

By hypothesis for induction we may assume the ua (aGA*) so chosen that

(4.2) uauß = uaß, a, ß G A*.

(It is hardly necessary to point out that an f.s. F'a_ß associate to Fa,ß within a

subgroup of r* can be extended to an f.s. F'„T of T* associate to Fr,T, and that

(4.1) remains valid with new integers cj .)

Let

A = A* + PA* + • • • + p«-lA*, p« G A*.

Then

(4.3a) up uaUp = Up-\apAp-\ap, all a G A*,

(4.3b) Up =Up„B,

where the elements Ap-iap and B are in The proof consists in showing that

these elements can be reduced to 1 by successive normalizations of the u,.

For if, along with (4.2), we have the equations

-1 0 _

Uct^p  —  %p~^apt Hp  — %pg

and define for any a = pla of A (a^A* ;^ = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , g—1)
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it is readily seen this last holds for all integers i^O, and for any a = pia,

T = ß>ß of A,

i+J  —)'        f t+i
U„UT = Up   Up UaUpUß = Up   Up-iapjUß = Upi+i .p-iapiß = U,T.

This means, of course, that the original Fa<T is associate to 1.

(4.3a) may also be written

Hp  Hpap—lllp  — l&aA a.

Hence for a, (3£A*, using (4.2),

-i ß
UaßAaß = Up   Upap-lUpßp-Mp = UaAaUßAß = UaßAaAß.

Aa is thus a crossed character of A* in We proceed to show that the ua

can be normalized so that tr Aa = 0. From

Up/Up == UapFa,pi UpUp—\ap  — UapFpiP—lap

and (4.3a) we find that
p

Ap-\ap — —

"p,p-^ap

Hence by (4.1)

tr Ap—lap = Ca Cp—^ap'

Again from (4.1) and Fa,ß = 1 we see that ca is a linear character of A* in

and hence by Theorem 2B there exists a c.c. Ca of A* in § with tr Ca = ca- If

we now set Ua^VaCa, (4.2) remains valid for the va and

-1 a>
Up  VaUp  = Vp-la0Ap-lap

where

Ap—\ap        Cp—^apA p—^apCa •

Hence

tr Ap-iap = c„-ia, + tr Ap-iap — ca = 0.

We may therefore assume that tr Aa = 0 in (4.3a).

But now Aa is a c.c. of A* in § with zero trace, and by Theorem IB there

exists A in $£> such that Aa = A1~a. If we now set up = vpA we find

_1 a        a      j-1 a .p-^p-i
Vp  UaVp = AUp-lapA p-lapA       = Up-\apA p-lapA = Up-lap.

Hence we can assume that the u, have been normalized so that, along with

(4.2),

(4.4a) Up uaUp = Up-iap, a £ A*,
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(4.4b) m° = upSB.

For a = pa, (4.4a) shows that up commutes with upg. Hence by (4.4b) up

must commute with B, so that B"=B. By successive application of (4.4a),

— a o
Up  UaUp = Up-uapti.

By (4.4b),

UaUpoB — UpsBUp-gapg, Uap°B = UapgBp "ap°.

Replacing a by p°ap~g, this gives Ba=B (all c»GA*). Since B is invariant un-

der p as well as A*, it is invariant under A, and hence by Lemma 1 of §1

there exists C in § such that B = NAC. Since

y-l

£ <r = £ a h Pi
a £ A a £ A       i —0

it follows that if we set D = NA*C then

Hence if we set up = vpD, we have

Up = VPB, Vp = Upg,

and (4.4a) remains valid:

-i -i
Vp uaVp = UUp-\apD    = Up-\ap

since D (being a A*-norm) is invariant under A*. We have thus achieved the

desired normalization.

5. Proof of Theorem 2A. Let us make first a preliminary observation. As

stated in §2, Theorem 2A apparently gives more precise information than is

really required. Given the normalized f.s./„,T of Y* in all we require is an

f.s. F'CiT of r* in § such that tr F„t T is associate to/„,,.:

tr Fa ,t ^ fe<r ~r" Ca ~\~ Ct cgT.

But if such an F'„r is given, there exists a normalized f.s. Fa,T associate to it such

that tr F,,T=fc.t. We first pick any elements Ca in !q such that tr Ca = c„. Then

the associate f.s. F,<T given by (0.4) has the property that tr f,,r=/,,T. Now

taking the trace of (2.2) and using the hypothesis (2.10) that/,^ is normal-

ized, we see that the elements Ac defined by (2.2) have zero trace. By the

corollary to Lemma 3 of §1, the elements B, in (2.3) can be chosen so as to

have zero trace. Hence on setting u, = v„B<, the resulting normalized f.s. has

the same trace as F,<T.

Theorem 2A will be established by an obvious induction on a composition

series of T* when we have proved the following statement.
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Let A* CA be subgroups of T* such that A* is invariant in A and A/A*

is cyclic. If Fa,ß is a normalized f.s. of A* in § such that tr Fa>ß=fa,ß, then it

is possible to construct a normalized f.s. Fa,T of A in § such that tr FaiT=f„,r.

By virtue of the preliminary observation (applied to A) we need only con-

struct an f.s. FClT of A in Q such that tr F,,T is associate to f„,T.

Let

A = A* + pA* + ■ • • + p^-'A*, pi £ A*.

Let 31 be any abelian group, which we later specialize to be § or 3, and let

A—>A" be a representation of A by automorphisms of 31: (A")r = A". Let

®*=£w03f (a£A*) be a given extension of 31 by A*:

uaUß = uaßFa,ß,      Aua = uaA".

Let up be a new symbol. Then (Zassenhaus, loc. cit., p. 94) the equations

(5.1a) up1uaUp = Up-iapAp-iap, all a £ A*,

(5.1b) u~p1Aup = A", all A G 31,

(5 . lc) Up = UpgB

with Ap-iap and B in 31, will define a cyclic extension

® = @* + Up®* + Up®* + • • • + Up''®*

of ®* if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied.

I. The mapping (combining (5.1a) and (5.1b))

uaA —> ?(uaA) = Up~\apAp-\apAi'

is an automorphism of ®* (a£A*, A £31).

II. The gth power Ps of P is the inner automorphism defined by upoB:

¥«{uaA) = {up,B)-luaA(up,B).

III. UptB is invariant under P:

~P(UpgB) = UpgB.

If these conditions are satisfied the group ® will be an extension of 31

by A. For by (5.1b) 31 is invariant in ®, every element of ® is uniquely ex-

pressible in the form

upuaA, i = 0, 1, • • • , g - 1; a £ A*; A £ 31,

and if for each a = plot in A we define u, by upia = upua, the product u„u, will

differ from u,T by a factor in 31.
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It can be shown(10) by straightforward computation that I, II, III are

equivalent respectively to the following conditions on the elements A a, B of 21.

„ AßaAß
(la) Fpap-Ktfe-1 = —-I'cß, «, 0 € A*.

\-a Fp'.a p p2

(IIa) B     = -A aA pap-iA p2ap-i ■ ■ ■ y4p«-iap-»+i, a £ A*,

(Ilia) ß1-' = 4P».

By hypothesis, w*,T= e/* r is, with <r and r ranging over A, an f .s. of A in

Let ©=£«„3 De the corresponding central extension of 3 by A:

ü„ür = üpTw„,T,      zu« = ü„z,                      all 2 £ 3-

The equations (5.1) for 21 = 3 have the form

(5.2a)                             üp üaüp = üp-iap€ * all a £ A*,

(5.2b)                                mp züp = z, all 2 £ ,3-

(5.2c) «p = Mp»e,
6

with integers aa and Since these equations do in fact define an extension @

of ®*=XX,3 (a£A*), the conditions (la), (Ha), (Ilia) must hold. Trans-

lated into congruences involving the exponents/„,ß, aa, b of e they are respec-

tively as follows:

(lb) fpap-i,pßp-i = aa + aß — aaß + fa,ß, a, ß £ A*,

(IIb) tpoap-Q.pe — fps,a = aa + öpap-l + ap2ap-2 +  '  '  '   + ßpo-lap-9+1 , £ A*,

(Hlb) «p„ m o.

The integer & does not enter into these, but from (5.2c) and the assumption

that/„,T is normalized we have

_n n/ff nb/g nb/g
1 = üp = (üpB)    e       = e     . •

Therefore

(IVb) the integer b is divisible by the index g of A* in A.

By hypothesis for induction, we have already constructed a normalized

f.s. Fa,ß of A* in § such that tr Fa,ß=fa,ß, and corresponding thereto we have

an extension ©*=£w„§ of § by A*. The whole proof will consist in showing

that we can find elements Aa, B of § satisfying (la), (Ha), (Ilia) (with 21 = £>)

and such that

(10) Due to its rather unwieldly nature, much of the computation in this section will be

omitted.
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(5.3) tr Aa = aa,      tr B m b.

For, if such elements exist, the equations (5.1) define an extension ®

of 1q by A. We then define, for each cr = pia of A,

Wp<„ = u„ua, i = 0, 1, • • • , g — 1,

and at the same time make a new choice of representative elements

i
Mpia  — tipii-a

in the extension ® of 3 by A. The latter determine an f .s. fa[T of A in 3 asso-

ciate to f„,T and coinciding with it within A*. The former determine an f.s.

F„,T of A in § coinciding with Fa,ß within A*. But the f.s. co„'T= e/„'T of A in 3

is computed from the elements e"a, eb in formally the same way that F„,T is

computed from Aa, B. Hence the trace relations (5.3) will carry over into

tr Fc>T=far for all a and r in A, which is the desired result.

Fa,ß being an f.s. of A* in     that is,

(5.4) Fl,ßFaß,i = Fa,ßyFß,y, all a, ß, 7 G A*,
p

one readily verifies by direct substitution in (5.4) that 7^,-1,^-1 (p is a fixed

element!) is also an f.s. of A* in §. (Were the group ® already constructed,

it would belong to the representatives va = Up~yUpap-iUp.) (Ib) asserts that the f.s.

1 pap~l ,pßp~l

Fa,ß

has trace aa-\-aß — aaß. It follows from Theorem 1A (applied to A) that this

f.s. is associate to 1. Hence there exist elements Ca in § such that

p cfaCß
Fpap-Kpßp-1 = ——Fa,ß, a, ß G A*.

Let ca = tr Ca- Then, taking traces,

1pap-1 ,pßp~l — Ca -\- Cß — Caß ~\~ fa.ß-

Combining this with (Ib), we see that da=aa — ca is a linear character of A*

in 3- By Theorem 2B, there exists a c.c. Da of A* in § such that tr Da^da.

Set Aa = CaDa. Then (la) holds and tr Aa=aa.

Now let Ba stand for the expression on the right of (Ha) with the Aa as

already determined. Form the expression

(5.5)
BaBß

Baß
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directly from the definition of Ba. Divide (la) by Fa,ß, solving for the A-ex-

pression, so to speak. Using this in (5.5) one replaces each of the g A-expres-

sions by a quotient of two F's. Each numerator cancels the following

denominator, and (5.5) reduces to

t jg
Fps,aFpg,ßFpgaßp—g,pg      F pgap—g,paßp-g

(5.6) —jj-.
F pgaP-g,PgFpgßp—glPgFpglOLß Fa,ß

The left factor is the original F-part of (5.5); the right factor is all that re-

mains of the 4-part. By means of the f.s. identities (5.4), with (a, ß, 7) re-

placed in turn by (p9, a, ß), (pgap~g, p«, ß), and {pgap-g, pgßp~g, p"), (5.6) is

found to reduce to 1. Hence Ba is a c.c. of A* in

But (lib) asserts that Ba has zero trace, since we already have tr Aa=aa.

By Theorem IB, there exists B in § such that Ba=B1~a. B then satisfies

(Ha). It does not necessarily satisfy (Ilia) of course, and our next task is to

find Bi in § which satisfies both, i.e.,

(5.7) b\~" = b1'"   (all a G A*),      b\~" = apg.

For a = p°, (Ha) gives

l-pg i+i>+•■•+/>»-'
b      = a„t

Hence

(5.8) npapg = npebl->° = 1.

By (IIa),

_g(l-p)(l-tt) =

1—a p

B Fpg,aF pg+iap-g-i,po

ßd-pap   *)p p pp AP°
L pQap—Q,pQL pB,pap—i    ** pOap—g

By (la) with (a, ß) replaced by (pg, a) and (pgap~g, p") this reduces to

(i_p)(i_a) i_„

B = Apg .

Hence the element ApgB~1+l> is invariant under A*. By (5.8) its p-norm is 1.

By (IIlb) its trace is zero. Hence by Lemma 2 of §1 there exists an element C

invariant under A* such that

APPB-^' = C1-".

Then B\ = BC has the desired property (5.7), and so satisfies (Ha) and (IIla).

We have therefore succeeded in finding elements Aa, B of ^ (we now write B

for Bi) satisfying (la), (IIa), and (Ilia) and such that tr Aa=aa. It remains

only to show that they can be modified so as to satisfy the second condition

of (5.3), tr B = b.
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Since Aa and B satisfy (la), (IIa), (Ilia), the equations (5.1) define an

extension © =£«<,§ of by A. Let r be the order of p; it is divisible by g,

say r = gh. Raising (5.1c) to the power h,

u'p = ulsNp-jB.

By hypothesis for induction, the f.s. Fa,ß of A* in & is normalized, and hence

u^=l. Since up commutes with uTp, the latter is invariant under p and by

Lemma 1 must be the p-norm of an element D of §:

Np„B = NpD.

Taking traces,

h tr B = hg tr D.

Since n is divisible by hg it follows that tr B is divisible by g, say

tr B m gki.

By (IVb), b is also divisible by g, say

b = gh.

Now let E be any element of § such that

tr E = ki — ki,

and let

A'a = AaE1'".

Since El~" is a c.c, (la) will remain valid with Aa instead of Aa. If we replace

Aa by Aa in the right-hand member of (IIa), the new expression is equal to

the old one multiplied by E with the exponent

(1 - a) + (1 - pap-Op + • ■ • + (1 - p^ap-'+V1

= (1 + p+ • • • +p»"1)(l - a).

Hence (IIa) will remain valid if we replace B by

B' = £1+P+- • ■+p«~1B.

(Ilia) will also remain valid, since

B'1-' = El-~BX- = E^'App = A'pp.

But we now have

tr A 'a = tr A „ = aa,

tr B' a g tr £ + tr 73 = g(£2 - ^) + g*, m b.
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Hence the elements Aa', B' satisfy (la), (Ha), (Ilia) and the trace conditions

(5.3), which concludes the proof of the theorem.

6. The subgroup of vanishing traces. Let $0 be the subgroup of § con-

sisting of all A in § with tr A = Q. §/§0 is evidently a cyclic group of order n.

Let r* be a solvable subgroup of Y of order m. We conclude the paper by

proving the following two statements.

(1) The multiplicator of T* in §0 if 1.

(2) The crossed character group of V* in §0 is cyclic of order m.

Let iv.r be an f.s. of T* in §0- Since this means that tr F,lT = 0, it follows

from Theorem 1A that elements A„ exist in § such that

Let a„=Xr A„. Taking traces, we obtain 0=aa-\-ar — a,r. By Theorem 2B, there

exists a c.c. B, of T* in § such that tr Ba = a,. Setting C„=AaBr1 we have

ClCr

with tr C„ = 0. Hence F,,T is associate to 1 in §o, proving (1).

Let Ac be a c.c. of T* in Since this means that tr A, = 0, it follows from

Theorem IB that A„ is a unit c.c. of T* in §. Conversely every unit c.c.

A l~° of T* in § lies in Hence the group USQo of c.c.'s of T* in £>0 coincides

with the group of unit c.c.'s of T* in £>, and the crossed character group

C£0 of T* in §0 is by definition ^-'/Ql".
Let Nr*!Q be the subgroup of § invariant under T*. Considering the homo-

morphism A^>Al~° of onto £>1_" we see that ^pw^§/iVr.§. The subgroup

iVr.§o of §0 invariant under T* is evidently the intersection SQ0r\Nr*!Q. (That

it coincides with the group of r*-norms of elements of §o follows from the

corollary to Lemma 3, but we do not need this.) Hence §J-,r~§o/iVr»§o

~!%>T-/Nr*S}, where §r. is the group generated by £>o and Nr»!£>. Since

Nrt& is the group of r*-norms of elements of t£> (Lemma 1), the trace of

every element thereof, and hence the trace of every element of §r«, is divisible

by m. Conversely, if the trace of A in $£> is divisible by m, say tr A =lm, and

we select any element B of trace/, then C = NT*B has trace Im and A = AC-1

■ C is in §r.; for AC~l is in £>0 and C is in Nv*tQ. Hence §r. consists of all

elements of § whose traces are divisible by m. (2) then follows from

<pi-7<pj-*~<p/<pr..
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